
ECG Limb Clamp Electroder

EL-001(Adult)

EL-006(Pediatric)

EL SERIESEL SERIES

Upper plate Clipper knob Connector Electro plate Under plate nut 
EL-001 Electrodes as the accessories of the electrocardiogram, which be 
applicable in most cardiogram equipments. It could connect with straight 
Jack, banana Jack and button connector. The Clips are made by special 
material, for increasing it’s elasticity. This product is applicable to all 
patients (Adult & Pediatric) Ag & AgCl.

Remarks :  Green, yellow, black and red with universal connector for 
                   acquisition of resting E.C.G.

INSTRODUCTION

ELECTRODES

Notes
1. Disinfect electrodes with a 2% solution of a disinfectant commonly used
    in hospitals.
2. After use, clean electrodes with a soft cloth and a mild detergent. 
    disinfect this products. When use water to clean the products, pls.   
    Attention to the water temp, under 35℃.
3. Do not use during defibrillation!
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EL SERIESEL SERIES

Knob Suction bowl Electro plate Connector 
EL-002 Electrodes as the accessories of the Electrocardiogram. EL-002 
Electrodes are fitting for all varieties of ECG Cable & Leadwire. It could 
connected with straight Jack, banana Jack and snap. Bowl type hardware 
plated with Ag & AgCl ensures the accuracy and smooth transmittability of 
Electrocardiograph signal. Which makes electrodes more eligible for the 
body.

INSTRODUCTION

1.  Long-time measurements with a strong negative pressure may cause  
 reddening of the skin. Especially when using the electrode on  
 patients with delicate skin, squeeze the suction ball only lightly. 
2.  When insert into the jack, PLS, tighten the screws, to ensure the  
 jack & are tight interlinked with the Suction Electrodes with no loose. 
3.  Disinfect the electrodes by wiping them down with a cloth moisten with  
 alcohol (70%). 
4.  Use available medical cleaning for surgical instruments to clean the  
 electrodes. 
5.  Do not use metal tools to remove solid particles of dirt as this would  
 destroy the plating.

CAUTION
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▲ EL-003
   Pediatric(Electro Plate ø20)

▲ EL-002
   Adult(Electro Plate ø24)
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ECG Suction Ball Electrode
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